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Local measurement of interfacial area,, interfacial velocity and liquid
turbulence in two-phase flow
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Abstract
Double sensor probe and hotfilm anernornetry methods were developed for measuring local flow

characteristics in bubbly flow. The formulation for the inter-facial area concentration measurement was
obtained by improving the formulation derived by Kataoka and Ishii. The assumptions used in the
derivation of the equation were verified experimentally. The interfacial area concentration measured by the
double sensor probe agreed well with one by the photographic method. The filter to validate the hotfilm
anernometry for measuring the liquid velocity and turbulent intensity in bubbly flow was developed based on
removing the signal due to the passing bubbles. 'Me local void fraction, interfacial area concentration,
interfacial velocity, Sauter mean diameter, liquid velocity, and turbulent intensity of vertical upward air-water
flow in a round tube with inner diameter of 50.8 im were measured by using these methods. A total of 54
data sets were acquired consisting of three superficial gas flow rates, 0039 0067, and 0 147 ra/s, and three
superficial liquid flow rates, 060, 1.00, and 130 m/s. The measurements were performed at the three
locations: L0=2, 32, and 62. This data is expected to be used for the development of reliable constitutive
relations which reflect the true transfer mechanisms two-phase flow.

1. Introduction

In relation to nuclear reactor accident and safety studies, the two-fluid model has gained increasing
importance recently. Because the two-fluid model can treat the phase interactions at the interface, it can be
considered the most accurate model. In order to make the two-fluid model useful, the interfacial transfer
term should be modeled accurately. The void fraction and the interfacial area concentration characterize a
geometrical configuration of a two-phase flow. A detailed mathematical analysis as well as physical insight
indicate that the interfacial transfer terms are proportional to the interfacial area concentration and driving
force for that particular transfer [1]. The interfacial area concentration is the available interfacial area per
unit volume of a mixture, and, therefore, represents the first order geometrical effect of the interfacial
structure. In this paper, the local probe method for the measurement of the interfacial area, void fraction,
interfacial velocity, Sauter mean diameter, as well as the measurement of the liquid velocity and liquid
turbulence using a hot film probe are reviewed and new experimental approach and a new data are presented.

A theoretical study carried out at Argonne National Laboratory by Kataoka and Ishii 21 showed
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that the local time averaged interfacial area concentration could be uniquely related to the harmonic mean of
the Interfacial velocity. This opened up a way to measure the interfacial area drectly through the velocity
measurement. Using the theoretically supported method, double-sensor resistivity probes were applied to
adiabatic bubbly flow 2-6] and subcooled boiling flow 7). Recently, the basic equation for the local time
averaged terfacial area concentration measurement was improved by Wu and Ishii [8). When using the
double-sensor probe to measure the local interfacial area, it is necessary to make certain statistical

assumptions on bubble parameters such as a probability density function of the angle between the velocity

vector of the interface and mean flow direction vector. This should be verified by measurement. The local

time averaged interfacial area concentration measured by a double-sensor resistivity probe should be

consistent with ones measured by other methods, like a photographic method.

The liquid velocity and turbulent intensity measurements have been made together with the above

explained interfacial area measurement. In order to obtain a liquid velocity representative of the flow, it is

necessarytofilteroutthesignalsrelatedtothepassageofgasbubbles. Themajorfilteringiscarriedoutby

usina the threshold scheme. This scheme should be consistent with the local void fraction measured by the

resistivity probe. The combined data from the double-sensor probe and the hot film probe give the near

complete information on the time averaged local hydrodynamic parameters of two-phase flow. This data

can be used for the development of reliable constitutive relations which reflect the true transfer mechanisms

in two-phase flow.

2. Double sensor probe methodology

2.1. Theoryoflocalinterfacialareameasurementfordoublesensorresistivityprobe

Accordinry to Ishii I], the local time averaged interfacial area concentration is given by

ar
O i IV 1 ICos Oj

where 12� j, v and denote the time interval for averaging, the j-th interface, the velocity vector of the --th

interface, and the angle between v and the surface normal vector, respectively. If it can be assumed that

171 and I cos Oj has no correlation, Eq.(I ) can be rewritten as 2]

2 Y, (2)

Iv I Cos 

where Ar, denotes the number of bubbles which pass the point per unit time. Here, the factor of 2 indicates

that one bubble passing the point has two interfaces associated with it. Recently, Wu and Ishii [8) obtained

Eqs.(3) and 4) by improving the equation derived by Kataoka et al. 2) on the assumption that 1) the number
in I V is statistically independent of the angle between mean flow

of measured terfaces s large, 2 Y1

direction (Z direction) and normal direction of j-th interface, 3) the interfaces are composed of spherical

bubbles, 4) the probe passes every part of a bubble with an equal probability and (5) transverse direction x

or Y direction) components of v ii are random.
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where v,, w, ab, and gw) denote the passing velocity of the j-th interface through the double sensor probe in
the mean flow direction, the angle between the velocity vector of the -th interface and the mean flow
direction vector, the maximum angle of w, and the probability density function of angle w, respectively, and ,
0 and denote the angle between the z ais and the normal vector of the interface, the angle between they'
axis and the projection of the probe direction vector on the x-y' plane and the direction between the y' axis
and the projection of the normal vector of the interface on the x-y'plane, respectively, when the zdirection
is chosen in the velocity direction.

Finally, the following equation can be obtained.

2 (5)

fo, g(W) Cos WW

The major component of the interfacial velocity may be the component of the main flow direction,
namely the component if the mean flow velocity is not small compared with the fluctuating x and y
components. Since gw) can be considered to have a sharp peak at O, the following function may be
assumed to describe go)).

g(CO = I(0) - WO), fo r 0 w a ,
3

OJO (6)

= for w < w 
2

The following correction term, ab) can be derived rom. Eqs.(5) and 6).

3
coo

I(Ct)o)=- (7)
O(wo - sinw.)

In order to calculate the local time averaged interfacial area concentration from the measured values

of N, and the value of 4 should be related to a measurable quantity. The following equation canT1 I I
be derived by following the method proposed by Kataoka et al. 2 on the assumption that the root mean
square of the fluctuations of the z component interfacial velocity, a, is equal to that of the root mean square
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Fig. I Unconditioned double sensor probe signal.

of the x and y component velocity fluctuations.

_ 2

C_ v.sin2co

2wo (8)
1 + 3(cf F

where v denote the z component of interfacial velocity. It was shown by the study for bubbly flow in a

vertical pipe using the ultrasonic Doppler technique that the magnitude of the axial component of the root
mean square of the bubble velocity fuctiiation was nearly equal to that of the transverse components [9].

7
Thus, the value of ab can be estimated from VC 1: and ,

2.2. Principle ofmeasurement

Local void fraction, bubble diameter, local inter-facial velocity and local 'interfacial area

concentration measurements can be made using the double sensor probe. The double sensor probe is used

basically as a phase identifier of the two-phase mixture. The circuit is used to measure the potential

difference between the exposed tip and the rounded terminal. As the circuit is opened or closed depending

on whether the sensor is in contact with gas or liquid, the voltage drop across the sensor fluctuates between

two reference voltages. For liquid continuous two-phase flow such as bubbly flow, the circuit is closed

when the sensor is in liquid.

Each sensor of the probe is used independently for dentif�ring the phase. If one were to plot the

time history of the output voltage for both sensors in the probe, the plots would look those in Fig-1. The

baseline of each plot siglifies the luid phase. The plse represents a small bubble resident on the tip of

the sensor. As indicated in Fig. , the unconditioned signal shows a near exponential rise of the signal as the

bubble hits the electrode. This is due to the finite size of the sensor and the possible deformation of the

interface. The trailing edge of the pulse, or the re-wetting of the probe, is seen to be much steeper.
In order to process the voltage snals effectively, it becomes nece&ary to determine a threshold

above which a pulse can be considered a bubble. This is important snce noise commonly corrupts the ideal
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output signal. Proper determination of the threshold is key because it will trigger the "conditioned" square
pulse that is easily recognized by the data acquisition oard. The value of the threshold is typically
determined by calibrating the double sensor probe to the global void fraction of the test section 4]. The
-lobal void is recorded for each flow condition by measuring the differential pressure aross a length of the
test section. An accurate measurement of the two-phase pressure drop in the test section was converted to
two-phase gravitational head to obtain the global void fraction data. It should be noted here that the
frictional loss was almost completely negligible in comparison with the he-ad loss under the present
experimental conditions. The measurement error of tis. method was estimated to be within .
Frequently, the proper threshold is simply the level required to remain above the noise level in conditioned
signals, shown in Fig.2. The first signal is from the upstream sensor. And the second signal is from the

downstream sensor. An error analysis for the conductivity probe revealed a maximum error of IO for the
lowest void fraction cases.

One of the limitations mentioned in the signal processing criterion was the possibility that a bubble

striking the upstream sensor would not sike the downstream sensor. For example, a bubble moving

laterally may only intercept the upstream sensor before changing to an upward direction. Situations of this

nature can present a difficulty when the downstream sensor is waiting for the bubble to deterrrune its velocity.

Because of this, it should be decided that a waiting time needs to be implemented to remove erroneous

velocity calculations. These waiting times ensure that the same bubble is being used for the velocity

calculation. The waiting times are based on research performed by Revankar and Ishii 4).

2.3. Doublesensorprobedesignanddataacquisitionsystem

A double sensor probe design is schematically shown in Fig.3. The probe material used was
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platinum-rhodium 13% Rh) wire with a diameter of 0127 mm. To build the probes, first, each wire was
inserted into a 0254 mm diameter stainless steel tube which was connected at the other end to a 127 mm
diameter Teflon-insulated copper wire These wire assemblies were then coated with an nsulating red
varnish which was ultimately baked on to the wires to ensure a well-insulated, ceramic-like coating. The tip
of each platinum wre was left exposed approximately 04 mm. Both wires were then inserted into another
stairdess steel 119 m diameter tube which was inserted and epoxied into another 90 degree-elbowed
stainless steel 239 ram dameter tube. The two wires were adjusted for typical distance of approximately 3
mm in the length wise direction and were aligned in the axial direction. This probe distance was determined
by the following relationship.

Ns . V.� < As < dSAf (9)
f

where N, v,f and dsm denote the sample number, the passing velocity of Jth interface through the double
sensor probe ui mean flow direction, the sampling frequency and the bubble diameter, respectively. When
N,=25, v=4 rnJsf-50000 Hz and dsm=3 mm are assumed as a typical condition, the relationship of 2 rran <

As < 3 mm can be obtained. Each stainless steel tube was bounded to the other with high strength,
waterproof epoxy cement keeping the inner wires insulated from the entire assembly. After thorough drying
of the entire probe assembly, the typical resistance of each wire was around 2 ohms-

Usino a fast A/D converter Metrabyte DAS-20 board and an IBMIPC-XT Computer, the above
models were implemented in a data acquisition program. The acquisition board has a maximum sampling
rate of I 0,000 cycles per second. For the data sets measured with the double-sensor probe, a minimum of
2000 bubbles were sampled to maintain silar statistics between the different combinations of gas flow
rates.

2.4. Signal measurements

The information to be recorded from each signal are (1) the number of bubbles, N, that have hit the
sensor, 2) the time, QTF-tTR�-, that the sensor is exposed to the gas phase, and 3) the relative time, (tRR-ITR)j,

between the bubble hitting the upstream and downstream sensor. The number of bubbles that hit the sensor
can be measured by counting the number of pulses in the signal. The time the sensor is exposed to the as
phase is merely a summation of the recorded pulse widths. The relative time between signals is determined
by the proper selection of two consecutive signals on the upstream and downstream sensor.

The interfacial velocity can be calculated by taking into account the distance between the tips of the
upstream and downstream sensor, As, and the time difference between the upstream and downstream sigrial,
(tRR-tTR). hus, the time-averaged interfacial velocity is given as:

- I V� AS (I )IrT 11 = -IN, i (tRJR - TR )j

where N, denotes the total number of bubbles hitting both the upstream and downstream sensors (noticing
that <N,). The time-averaged interfacial area concentration can be estimated by using Eqs.(3) and (7)_
The value of ab can be predicted from the measured values of the statistical parameters of the interfacial
velocity using Eq.(8).

The time-averaged void fraction is a function of the total sampling time, A and the accurriwated
pulse wdths of the upstream sensor during the sampling period. Thus, this time-averaged void fraction is
simply the accumulated tme the sensor is exposed to the gas phase divided by the total sampling time of the
sensor.
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(1, - t7W

J

The Sauter mean diameter can be expressed as a function of the time-averaged interfacial area
concentration and void fraction:

6a-1
dS1V (12)

a,

The Sauter mean dameter is based on the equivalent interfacial area concentration at the same void fraction.
For the interfacial area and bubble interfacial velocity the iaximum error calculated was 12 %_ For the
Sauter mean diameter the maximum expected error was 

3. Hotfilm Anemometry Methodology

3. 1. Principle of measurement

Liquid velocity and turbulent intensity in a two-phase flow were measured by using a hotfilm
anemometer system FLOWPOINT, which TSI Incorporated developed for liquid velocity and turbulent
intensity measurements in a single-phase flow. The FLOWPOINT system is a fully-integrated, thermal
anemometer-based system that measures the local fluid velocity and local fluid temperature. Each system
consists o a hotfilm probe, a sample/hold box, a thermocouple sensor, and a FLOWPOrNT velocity transducer
which interfaces with an IBM/PC-XT computer. The maximum sample size is 16284 data points per one
channel. The system is simple enough to measure a one-dimensional flow, yet it has the ability to measure
full three-dimensional flow fields.

The main processing unit of the FLOWPOINT system is the velocity transducer. The hotfilrn sensor
is basically a resistor on a Wheatstone bridge with the resistor's exposed sensor being maintained at a
constant temperature. When there is a liquid flow over the sensor, a characteristic amount of heat is
convected away from the sensor depending on the temperature difference between the fluid-sensor interface
and the local convection coefficient. Thus, the body temperature is lowered. Ms temperature change in
the sensor subsequently changes the sensor's electrical resistance seen by the Wheatstone bridge. When the
amplifier senses the off-balance of the bridge, it adjusts the voltage to the top of the bridge to keep it in
balance. This rapid and changing bridge voltage signal is then characteristic of the local velocity. hen
the voltage signal is calibrated to the fluid velocity, it represents the time history of the local fluctuating fluid
velocity. Since the local fluid temperature also affects the heat transfer from the hotfilm sensor, a
thermocouple is placed near the hotfilm. sensor to measure the local fluid tmperature. The FLOWPOINT
software adjusts the voltage signal accordingly.

3.2. Hoolm probe design

The probes used in these experiments were the TSI Model 1231W designed with a conical tip-
The tip had a sensor diameter of 127 rnrn and a sensor length of I mm. Such a small sensor area is able to
give nearly a point velocity measurement. In the following experiments, the probes were mounted to
measure he local liquid velocity in the axial direction. This probe model was used because of its sructural
integrity in liquid flow and the conical tip's ability to effectively pierce an oncoming bubble, unlike a wedge
tip or un wire. 'Me maximum frequency response of these probes is kHz. This probe is usually
operated at 66.7'C, which is the recommended operating temperature for a water single-phase flow
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Fig.5 Typical calibration curve of hotfilin anemornetry.

Because the probe encounters changes in the local convection coefficient around two magnitudes between
the -as and liquid phases, the probe has a tendency to "bum out" and it essentially loses its. sensitivity To
avol bum out, the probe should be operated at a lower temperature. Figure 4 shows the relationship
between the range of the output voltage and the overheat temperature defined by the difference between the
liquid temperature and the operating temperature. Open circles and triangles indicate the output voltage at
the liquid velocity of 544 /s and m/s, respectively. Solid circles indicate the voltage range available to
liquid velocity measurement. The lower perating temperature results M_ the decrease of the voltage range
aval to liquid velocity measurement. Figure shows the typical calibration curve. Lower operating
temperature causes lower resolution of the liquid velocity easurement. For example, when a liquid
velocity around 35 /s is measured, the voltage change of 0.005 V corresponds to the velocity change of

a M
0.153, 0.105, and 00729 m/s under the operating temperature of 35, 45, and 66.7 'C, respectively. This
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means the measurable velocity resolution under the operating temperature of 35 C is roughly half of that
under 66.7 'C. In this study the operatlincy temperature was set at 45'C. In this case, the measurable
velocity resolution is roughly 30% lower than that under the recommended operating temperature of 66.7 C.

3.3. Ho�rlmprobecolibrationandsignalprocessing

The hotfihn probe was calibrated with a Pitot-static tube, each positioned along the test section

centerline. The mnometer reading from the Pitot-static tube was converted to a velocity measurement and

then plotted against the corresponding bridge voltage from the hotfilm probe. For each calibration a fourth-

order polynomial was fit to the data.

The t)rpical time history of a hotfilm voltage signal is shown in Fig.6. As would be expected for

turbulent flow, the voltage is seen to fluctuate around some average value until the probe encounters an air

bubble. When a bubble is encountered, the voltage begins to drop rapidly. This is the process which

eventually causes the probe to bum out as mentioned earlier. Since the hotfilm on the probe has

encountered slowly circulating air, the convection coefficient for the film decreases by magnitudes causing

the temperature of the probe to rise dramatically and quickly. Accordingly, the system compensates by
lowering the voltage at the top of the Wheatstone bridge. When the bubble passes completely and the probe

is re-wetted, the opposite process occurs. In some instances for the latter case, it is possible to see the

overcompensation of the bridge voltage from the upward voltage spike at the end of each passing bubble.

In order to obtain a liquid velocity representative of the flow, it is necessary to filter out the voltage

depressions and spikes due to the bubbles hitting and passing the probe, respectively. The voltage spikes

are removed from the signal using a threshold scheme. The mnimum voltage eshold s typically set near

the zero liquid velocity voltage. This is usually the case because the hotfihn anemometer circuitry tends to

over compensate the voltage reduction when a bubble suddenly envelopes the tip of the probe. Although the

actual voltage change due to the probe encountering the bubble is not iportant or accurate, the time that the

probe is exposed to the bubble can be used to determine the local time-averaged void fraction.

Consequently, this information is valuable in that it serves as a cross reference with the void fraction from the

conductivity probe, providing more reassurance that the data is reliable.

When the spikes due to the bubbles passing the probe are removed from the signal using the filter,

the one or two velocity data points corresponding to the spikes may be lost. For example, when the uniform
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bubble diameter, the sampling frequency, the maximum sample size, the bubble velocity and the void fraction
are 3 m, 500ORz, 16384 2 m/s, IO %, respectively, the lost velocity data can be estimated to be 1 I I of
all velocity data points. Since the lost velocity data can be estimated to be 43 for the void fraction of
30 %, It is expected that the hotfiLm anemometry can be applicable to the liquid velocity measurement of a
bubbly flow (a<30 %). A bubble-filtered signal is shown in Fig.6. It is offset by -1.0 volt from the raw
signal above it. After the bubbles have been removed from the signal, the voltages can be converted to
velocities using the calibration curve and the statistical parameters identifying the turbulent flow can be
calculated. The parameters used these experiments are the average liquid velocity defined as

Vfj

V (13)
f AT

where N denotes the number of velocity samples, and the liquid turbulent fluctuation defined as

(vf 1;f

V (14)

Rather than using the turbulent fluctuation, typically the turbulent intensity is reported in the literature as

VI
Turbulent Intensity f (15)

Vf.MS.X

where v is the maximum average liquid velocity in the radial velocity profile. The above conventionf.tn&'.K

is used in the presentation of the data that follows. A error analysis accounting for the propagation of error
through the probe calibration estimated a maximum error of 3 % for the liquid velocities and less than 2 % for
the turbulent intensities.

4. Experimental

Experiments were performed by using two experunental loops with uiner diameters of 25.4 mm
(Loop A) and 50. m (Loop B). The lengths of the loops A and are 3750 mm and 3658 mm,
respectively. In this study loop A was used for the verification of the double-sensor probe method, whereas
loop was used for acquiring the basic data in two-phase flow. Figure 7 shows the schematic diagram of
the experanental loop B. The test section was a round tube made of an acrylic resin. Operating fluids
wereairandpurifiedwater. Thewaterwascirculatedintheloopbyacentrifugalpumpandtheairsupplied
by an air-compressor was introduced into the test section through a bubble generator. The bubble trisector
consisted of a square x2O array of hypodermic needles of random lengths held stationary by a resin base.
The result was a random three-dimensional distribution of bubbles with diameters ranging between 3 and 
millimeters. The air was released into the atmosphere after flowing through the test section vertically
upward. The air flow rate was measured by a rotor-meter and the water flow rate was measured by either a
flow meter or an oifice. The aximum average liquid velocity of the system was jf 195 m/s. The
maximum average gas velocity of the system wasj,--0.875 m/s. he loop temperature was kept at a constant
temperature (20'C) by a heat exchanger installed in a water reservoir. The measurements were performed at
the axial location of LIL-2, 2, and 62. The experimental conditions are listed in Table 1. The details of
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Fig.7 Schematic diagram of experimental loop.

Table I Experimental conditions

Pipe Superficial gas velocityj, [m/sl 0.037 0.074 0.028 0.138 0.037 0.037

diameter D Superficial liquid velocityjf fm/sl 0.3 1.0 1.0 2.0 3.0 4.0

25.4 mm Measuring position LID [-I 120

Pipe Sup rficial gas velocityj, fm/sl 0.039 0067 0147

diameter D Superficial liquid velocityjf Im/sl 0.60, 1.00 130

50.8 mrn Measuring position LID 2, 32,62
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the experimental loop A was described in the previous paper [6].
In order to verify the validity of Es.(7) and (8), the inter-facial area concentration was also

measured by a photographic method. There was almost no bubble overlap for a void fraction < %. The
bubble shape resembled something between eipsoidal and spherical. In order to calculate the interfacial
area and the vlume of each bubble from the photograph, the bubble was assumed to be an ellipsoid of
revolution rotated arOUnd the minor axis. The interfacial area of the bbble A was calculated by sing the
following equation [IO).

ba' b + �b 2 _a2
A = 2 P + � In (16)

2,F2 �-a2� b - 2 a2�

where a and b denote the major and minor axis lengths, respectively. The volume of the bubble V was
calculated b the following equation.

2
V ab (17)

6

From the ergodic theorem 2], the volume average of the local time averaged interfacial area concentration
should be equal to the time average of the volurne-averaged one for a stationary flow.

5. Results and discussion

.5.1. Verification of methodologies

Equation (5) was derived based on the assumptions of a spherical bubble and no change of bubble
direction when passing the probe, which imply that the two interfaces passing through the probe are identical.
In this case, the relative time tRR-iTR between the bubble hitting the upstream and downstream sensor
measured by using the rsmg signal should agree with the relative time rps.-tTF measured by the falling signal.

0 -

In the real two-phase flow, the bubble may be slightly deformed by the shear stress and the moving direction
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Fig I Comparison of assumed probability density function gw) w experimental data.

may be changed when passing the probe due to the turbulence. Consequently, the interfac al velocity and
inter-facial area concentration measured by the rising signal may be expected to be different from those
measured by the falling signal. To investigate the effect of the signal on the measured values, the interfacial
velocity and interfacial area concentration measurements were performed byusing both signals as shown n
Flos.8 and 9- Experimental conditions 1 2 and 3 mean the value measured by the rising signal, averaging
of rising and falling signals, and the falling signal, respectively. A good agreement was obtained among
them for the interfacial velocity and interfacial area concentration measurements. This means that Eq.(5)
holds statistically even though it may not be assumed that the bubble shape is spherical and the bubble
direction isn't changed when passing the probe.

To verify the probability density fnction assumed by Eq.(6), the probability densities of w for five
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conditions, o-. --0.0840 0106 0126 0152, and 0171 were measured from the interfacial velocity

distribution assuming isotropic turbulence. A typical result is shown in Fg.10. It turns out from this
figure that Eq.(6) gives a good approximation for gco) in comparison with that given by Kataoka et a]. 2.

Similar results were obtained for the other o-, Figure I I shows the relationship between the

I
correction factor 1(o)b) and a- V.� calculated by Eqs.(7) and (8). Open circles indicate the data of
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Fig. 14 Local interfacial and liquid velocity profiles.

a- IV.= usedfortheverificationofg(o)). LateralmotionofbubblesincreasesthecorrectionfactorI(oi�),
I I

namely interfacial area concentration. In Fig. 12 the interfacial area concentration averaged over the flow
channel is plotted against the void fraction averaged over the flow channel. The solid line indicates the
interfacial area concentration calculated by Eq.(12) assuming the constant Sauter mean diameter of 3 mm.
A good agreement exists between the interfacial area concentrations measured from the double sensor probe
method based on Eqs.(7) and (8) and those measured from the photographic method. It is clarified from
above that Es.(7) and (8). are valid for interfacial area concentration measurement.

To validate the filter used in a hotfilm anemometry, void fraction measured by tile hotfilm
anemometry was compared with that measured by the double-sensor probe method as shown in Fig. 3 The
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Fig. 15 Local void fraction profiles.

void fraction measured by the hotfilm anemometry s a ittle larger than that by the double-sensor probe
method. The hotfilm anemometer circuitry tends to over compensate the voltage reduction when a bubble
suddenly envelopes or passes through the tip of the probe as shown in Fig.6. Since the voltage spikes after
the passing bubble are also removed by the filter, hotflm anemometry may overestimate the void fraction.
For example, when the samplin.- frequency is k.Hz and the velocity of the bubble with a diameter of 3 mm is
I m/s, 15 data points are acquired as the bubble passes thrOLigh. If one or two data points after the passing
bubble are removed by this fter, &e hotfilm anemometry overestimates the void fraction on the order of
10-20 %. Therefore, the esult shown in Fig. 13 means the filter used in this study removes the voltage spike
due to the passing bubble appropriately.

5.2. Localparometermeasurementsofverticalupwardair-waierflowinaroundtubewith5O.8mminner
diameter

For the entire range of data, all data was collected in the bubbly flow regime. As a result, most of
the flow parameters exhibit the same behavior. Figures 14 and 15 show examples of the profiles of the gas
(interfacial) and liquid velocities and void fraction profile, respectively. Since the converging conical
section is forcing the flow into the smaller diameter test section, profiles of interfacial and liquid velocities
have a peak near the wall at the entrance, LID-2. By the second measuring station, LID-32, the interfacial
velocity reaches its terminal velocity and the liquid elocity profiles becomes fully developed. Since the
bubbles collect near the wall in high concentration due to the liquid velocity profile, the void fraction profile
has a peak near the wall at the entrance. As the void fraction develops along the flow direction, the peak
moves away from the wall and decreases considerably. The degree to which the peak decreases depends on
the flow conditions. For the low superficial liquid velocity the peak may decrease by 40 to 50 %. However,
astheliquidvelocityisinereasedthepeakmayonlydecreasebylO%. Alongthetestsectionitisalsoseen
that the void fraction profile decreases in the center of the flow. Thus, the ftWy developed conditions
appear to show that the bubbles concentrate near the wall for low void fraction flows in the bubbly regime.
As expected for bubbly flow, the interfacial area concentration profiles are similar to the void fraction
profiles. Since the interfacial area concentration is directly proportional to the area-averaged void fraction,
the interfacial area profiles display the same behavior as their respective void profJes. Flc,, 16).

GeneraUy the Sauter mean diameters are uniform along the radius of the test section with some
increase in size near the wall. Since the bubble velocities are hindered by the strong velocity gradient near
the wall, bubbles in this region have longer contact times resulting in their coalescence and subsequent
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Fig. 16 Local interfacial area concentration profiles.
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Fig. 7 Local Sauter mean dameter profiles.

growth. Other evidence of bubble coalescence can be seen in the dramatic size increase from LIL-2 to
LID=32, as seen in Fig. 17. Because the bubble generator may not be creating a bubble which is stable to the
undeveloped flow conditions, the bubble will either disintegrate or coalesce in order to establish stability.
Although some bbble growth is seen from LID-32 to LID-62, it is seen to be less dramatic, suggesting that
the bubble diameter is approaching its steady-state value.

The axial changes in the turbulent intensity appear to become dependent on the relative difference
between the turbulence induced by the bubble and the turbulence induced by wall shear. For example, in
the lowest superficial liquid velocity datajr=0.60 m/s, the bubble-induced turbulence seems to dominate the
shear-induced turbulence even for the lowest void fraction case. These effects are most obvious in the core
of the flow where bubbles tend to cluster. However, these effects begin to dissipate as the superficial liquid
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Fig. 19 Dependence of turbulent tensity on superficial gas velocity.

velocity increases. With higher liquid velocitiesji=1.00 and 130 m/s, the turbulent intensity profile tends
to remain about a fixed line, as in Fig. 8. At the entrance, the intensity is peaking near the walL As the
flow develops, the intensity profile is pushed away from the wall. The lar e energy-containing eddies are
dissipating-, therefore, diffiLsiag smaUer eddies into the trbulent core. Ts, axiaHy, the intensity profile is

pushedoutfromthewaUanddownwardnearthecenter. Alsoforthehigherliquidvelocitiesthetwbtilence

measurements considerably far downstream from the etrance show that the introduction of bubbles mially

dampenstheeffectsofthefluctuatingliquidvelocitynearthewaU(showninFig.19). Sincethedistribution

of bubble diameters are among the physical size of the liquid eddies, the bubbles begin to have an effect on

the behavior of the eddies. Thus, the bubbles are seen here to inhibit the movement of the eddies.

Consequently, the local qtud velocity near the waH fluctuates less in the two-phase mixture than in single-
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phase flow. However, near the pipe centerline, the two-phase turbulent intensity still exceeds the single-
phase turbulence.

6. Summary and conclusions

Double sensor probe and hotfilm anernometry methods were developed for local flow
characteristics in bubbly flow system. The formulation for the interfacial area concentration measurement
was obtained by improving the formulation derived by Kataoka and Ishii 2 The verification was made
experimentally for such assumptions used in the derivation that two interfaces passing through the probe

and the probabil ty dens ty function of the angle between the veloc ty vector of the interface
and mean direction vector was given by the quadratic equation of the angle. Furthermore, the interfacial
area concentration measured by the double sensor probe method agreed well with one by the photographic
method. The measurement methods of local void fraction, interfacial velocity, and Sauter mean diameter
were described based on the processing of the signal obtained by the double sensor probe. The hotfilm
anemometry was applied to measure the liquid velocity and the turbulent intensity in bubbly flow. The filter
to remove the signal due to the passing bubbles was developed and verified by using the void fraction data.

The local flow characteristics of vertical upward air-water flow in a round tube with an inner
diameter of 50.8 mm were measured by the above methods. A total of 54 data sets were acquired consisting
of three cas flow ratesj,=0.039 0067, and 0 147 m/s, and three liquid flow ratesjf=0.60, 1.00, and 130 M/s.
The measurements were performed at the following locations: LIL�-2, 32, and 62. All of the data acquired
was wthin the bubbly flow regime. Most of the void fraction profiles exhibited the same behavior, peaking
near the wall at the test section entrance and sufficiently far downstream. Due to the direct relationship in
bubbly flow, the interfacial area concentration rofiles were similar to the void fraction profiles. In general,
for the lowest superficial liquid velocityfi=0.60 m/s, the bubble-induced turbulence seemed to dominate the
shear-induced turbulence even for the lowest void fraction cases-, however, as the superficial liquid velocity
was increased, these effects began to dissipate. With the igher liquid velocities, the turbulent intensity
tended to fluctuate about a fxed distribution. This data is expected to be used for the development of
reliable constitutive relations which reflect the true tansfer mechanisms in two-phase flow,
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8. Nomenclature

A = interfacial area of bubble
a = major axis length of ellipsoidal bubble
ai = interfacial area concentration
b = minor axis length of ellipsoidal bubble
D = pipe diameter
dsm = Sauter mean diameter

f = sampling frequency
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g(w) = probability density function of angle 
I(at) = correction factor
i = superficial velocity
L = length along flow direction
N = number of velocity samples
Ns = number of samples
N, = number of bubbles which pass the point per unit time
N, = number of bubbles hitting both the upstream and downstream sensor
n, = normal vector of double sensor probe
T = temperature
I = time
V = bubble volume
Vhf = output voltage of hotfilm probe
vi = interfacial velocity
Vi, = z component of interfacial velocity
JIf = liquid velocity
V� = liquid turbulent fluctuation
VSZ = passing velocity ofj-th interface through the double sensor probe in mean flow direction

IGreek letters

a = volA fraction
AS = distance between tips of upstream and downstream sensor
8 = angle between y' axis and projection of probe direction vector on x-y' plane when z'

direction is chosen in velocity direction
(7 = rot mean square of fluctuations of z component interfacial velocity
0 = angle between -th interface velocity vector and surface normal vector
V = angle between y' axis and projection of the normal vector of interface on x-y' plane

when z' direction is chosen in velocity direction
n = tune interval for averaging

angle between velocity vector of -th interface and mean flow direction vector
O-b = maximum angle of 

8.2 Subscripts

f = liquid
0 = oas
hf = hotfilm
J. = Jth interface
max = maximum value
RF = failing sgnal of downstream snior
RR = rising signal of downstream sensor
TF = falling signal of upstream sensor
TR = rising signal of upstream sensor

8.3 Symbols

<> = area average
-t = time average
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